
CORRUPTION EVERYWHERE 
 
The scourge of corruption that pervades society today. The issue of corruption is very much an 
open subject in the contemporary world. Some look upon it as a social evil and a cancerous growth 
that erodes moral values and threatens equitable economic growth, as a free and open market 
economy. 
 
The abuse of power by political leaders, drowned in corruption, has witnessed some of them being 
hounded out of their own countries by their people; the countries being left economically barren 
and desolate, with social unrest and a good part of the population in dire straits of poverty. 
 

 
The present World Bank President; James D. Wolfensohn standing up against corruption, 
threatening governments that projects would be black-balled, if tainted with corruption, is no doubt 
a very courageous stand, which ought to be supported by the international business community. 
Nevertheless, geo-political realities in international politics, influence peddling by economically 
resourceful multi-nationals, who finance political campaigns, fierce international competition to 
access markets, are some of the environmental factors, that one has to contend with. 
 
Some of the recently reported cases of socio-political turmoil, whereby political leaders have been 
overthrown or hounded out of their own countries, with patent visibility of corruption and amassed 
wealth, have also been countries, where the World Bank and IMF have had macro-economic 
funding programmes, with officials and consultants of such institutions, even monitoring such 
programmes, sitting in those very countries. 
 
The World Bank in its review on Sri Lanka in 1993, commented adversely on Air Lanka's A 340 
purchase at around US 600 million, as a major public investment issue, by which Air Lanka's 
financial standing will be damaged, with attendant consequences on the government budget, which 
would impact considerably on the country's balance of payments. Though this was a major political 
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issue on the Peoples Alliance election platform, what really came of it ? Since the liberalisation of 
the economy from 1977, the World Bank and IMF, with resident representative status, have been 
active partners in formulating macro-economic reforms, funding and monitoring economic 
activity. However, the people of this country, whose balance of payments, according to such World 
Bank review were adversely affected, obviously in favour of some developed countries have been 
left to carry the burden of such debt. 
 
With the people of the relevant countries concerned, in turn getting unfairly and unjustly over-
indebted by the leakages consequent to large scale corruption, would not the IMF and the World 
Bank, who have been partners per se in the macro-economic formulations, the funding and the 
monitoring of such economies, carry responsibility and social accountability to the people of these 
countries, without merely offering debt restructuring and structural adjustment facilities? ; 
Ironically, in addition, imposing cut-backs and restrictions in social welfare programmes and 
subsidies to strengthen weaker sectors of the economy, in such very circumstances. This would be 
something for the new World Bank President, to ponder and focus upon in his stand against 
corruption. 

 
CORRUPTION THROUGH HISTORY 

 
Corruption, as prostitution, is as old as mankind. The story goes back to Eve's temptation of Adam. 
Jesus Christ was betrayed through the process of corruption bribery. In his book controlling 
corruption Robert Klitgard, points out to corruption through history, thus:- "One reason why 
corruption is understudied as a policy issue may be the nagging sense that there is nothing to be 
done about it. After all, corruption is as old as government itself. Writing some 2300 years ago, the 
Brahman Prime Minister of Chandragupta listed "at least forty ways" of embezzling money from 
the government. In ancient China, officials were given an extra allowance called Yang-lien, 
meaning, "nourish incorruptness. 
 
"Apparently such nourishment often failed to achieve that purpose. Writing in the fourteenth 
century, Abdul Rahman Ibn Khaldun, said that "the root cause of corruption" was "the passion for 
luxurious living within the ruling group. It was to meet the expenditure on luxury that the ruling 
group resorted to corrupt dealing." Plato talked about bribery in The Laws: "The servants of the 
nation are to render their services without any taking of presents ... To form your judgment and 
then abide by it, is no easy task, and" `tis a man's surest course to give loyal obedience to the law 
which commands, `Do not service for a present.'" - "Like illness, corruption will always be with us. 
But as this sad fact does not keep us from attempting to reduce disease, neither should it paralyze 
efforts to reduce corruption. Corruption involves questions of degree. Countries and agencies have 
more and less corruption, and various kinds of illicit behaviour are more and less harmful. We can 
do better in controlling corruption." 

 
IS CORRUPTION BENEFICIAL? 

 
Contrary to World Bank prognosis on corruption that spells out that "Corruption has a deleterious, 
often devastating, effect on administrative performance and economic and political development" 
there are others, who subscribe to different views, for whatever reasons. There are those materially 
pragmatic; posing the question "Do you want development with corruption (some say a `little 
corruption', whatever it means!), or no development, with no corruption?" Corruption, or a little bit 
of it, is identified as the lubricant that moves the wheels of machinery and makes things happen, 
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ofcourse more speedily resultant is greater pace of activity and development. To such materialistic 
realists, a little bit of corruption, is like the little yeast added to make the bread rise ! And ofcourse 
you have bread that you need very much! 
 
Business school professor, Nathaniel Leff has opined:- "Corruption may introduce an element of 
competition into what is otherwise a comfortably monopolistic industry ... At the same time, the 
propensity for investment and economic innovation may be higher outside the government than 
within it .... Because payment of the highest bribes is one of the principal criteria for allocation, the 
ability to muster revenue, either from reserves or from current operations, is put at a premium. In 
the long run, both of these sources are heavily dependent on efficiency in production. Hence, a 
tendency towards competition and efficiency is introduced into the system." 
 
Robert Klitgard analyses the arguments by many professors, that corruption can play a positively 
useful role in developing countries as "it is not just that fighting corruption may be so costly, as not 
to be worthwhile, but that corruption itself may create economic, political or managerial benefits. 
Klitgard stylises the benefits as three reminders the economist reminder: corrupt payments 
introduce a kind of market mechanism the political scientist's reminder: corrupt payments; 
appointments and policies may have political benefits. The manager's reminder: corruption may 
have uses within an organisation; organisations may sometimes benefit by the employees' corrupt 
circumvention of bureaucratic rules. The Customs Department in this country paying lucrative 
incentives to its personnel is also one such instance, to achieve effectiveness of such organisation.  
 
Nathaniel Leff postulated "The critique of bureaucratic corruption often seems to have in mind a 
picture in which the government and civil service are working intelligently and actively to promote 
economic development, only to be thwarted by the efforts of grafters. Once the validity of this 
interpretation is disputed, the effects of corruption must also be re-evaluated. This is the case if the 
government consists of a traditional elite, which is indifferent, if not hostile to development, or a 
revolutionary group of intellectuals and politicians, who are primarily interested in other goals." 
 
Samuel Huntington stated in a nutshell "In terms of economic growth, the only thing worse than a 
society with a rigid, over-centralised, dishonest bureaucracy is one with a rigid, over-centralised 
honest bureaucracy." 
 

CORRUPTION IS TOXIC TO A FREE & OPEN ECONOMY 
 

However, the World Bank President is not alone in his stance against corruption. There are many 
others, who hold the view that corruption negates the healthy development of a country and erodes 
social and moral values, threatening the very fabric of society, as has been witnessed in a number 
of countries today, with socio-political turmoil, after the plunder of its resources by political 
leaders and their cronies, who have sometimes decamped elsewhere with such illgotten gains. 
 

Corruption of course cannot have a place in a free and open economy that is committed to equality 
of opportunity on a level playing field. Corruption makes such level playing field uneven and 
affords opportunity only to those, who peddle corruption. There are sound arguments now being 
developed to fight and arrest the menace of corruption in the contemporary world and actions 
being courageously taken by leaders and governments of the present generation, against corruption 
as being exposed in the media, where onetime strong, powerful and accepted political leaders of 
countries are being arraigned before courts of law and special tribunals.   
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Klitgard, analysing the phenomenon further, quotes from a research project of the University of 
Philippines ── "Graft and corruption has strongly affected development efforts negatively, belying 
the so-called "revisionist hypothesis" prevalent in the West, which considers corruption as either a 
necessary step in the development process or a means of speeding it up. Instead [our research] 
found that corruption leads to the favoring of inefficient producers, the unfair and inequitable 
distribution of scarce public resources, and the leakage of revenue from government coffers to 
private hands. Less directly but no less perniciously, corruption leads to loss of confidence in 
government.  
 

A Canadian funded study carried out in the far-east has reported "Does corruption help an agency 
in reaching its stated goals ? The answer appears almost perfectly negative, except in one case 
[where corruption enabled the police to bribe informants]... A major negative effect... is its role in 
displacing goals, as employees pursue their own pecuniary interests, rather than the objectives of 
the organisation. Energies of the staff are then spent in pursuit of their corrupt business interests, 
leaving behind what is their expected primary work. Our conclusion then is: corruption is toxic, 
with very few exceptions. We wish we had more positive findings since we are faced with the 
problem of its strength and pervasiveness in most of the countries we studied." 
 

COMMUNISM & CORRUPTION 
 
In the recent past there have been several corruption scandals hitting the newspaper headlines in 
countries pursuing free and open economic policies, such as South Korea and Japan. These 
scandals emanate from the inter-woven social fabric of multi-nationals and their entanglements 
with the political world. The free media in such countries, results in such exposures to be 
disseminated to the rest of the world. Nevertheless, Klitgard deals with communism and corruption 
thus:- "Interesting research questions surround corruption in the communist and hard socialist 
countries of the developing world. Data are scarce, but internal reports and domestic anticorruption 
campaigns indicate that corruption is a large and perhaps growing problem in many countries." 
 
"On the eve of the 1986 anniversary of the start of the communist revolution in Cuba, Fidel Castro 
condemned corruption after listening to the complaints of workers and young communists. A 
recent report on Angola concluded; "The two-thirds of Angolans who are under the age of 25 have 
known nothing in life but barter and graft. There is little sign they are about to learn more."  
 
"A Chinese magazine widely distributed in the Third World featured a frank article on China's 
"fight against corruption." Cases were revealed of fraud, misuse of public funds, accepting and 
offering bribes, searching for personal benefits, contraband, and tax evasion. It has also been 
observed that some youths with fathers or relatives in important positions dedicated themselves to 
robbery, violet attacks, and even rape, because their relatives would protect them.  
 
Soon after assuming office, Tanzanian leader Ali Hassan Mwinyi lectured senior government 
officials on the "breakdown of the system" because corruption was "alarmingly present," and he 
promised a war against "oppression, theft, corruption, and other deeds."  
 
"The leader of Vietnam's communist party told a party congress in October 1986; "Corruption is 
seriously eroding people's confidence in the party." He called on the people and the party to 
"eliminate degenerate and deviant elements, who are corrupt, who steal public property, who 
persecute good people and protect bad ones, and who aid speculators and smugglers." According to 
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a recent article in the Vietnamese army daily, tens of thousands of party members have been 
expelled for corruption in recent years." 
 
"Western critics find corruption a natural result of communism's allocation by the state and lack of 
political and economic competition. Yet we might predict less corruption in communist states 
because of the potentially powerful tools (party, secret police) available for selecting agents, 
raising penalties, gathering information, and changing attitudes. "Most communist regimes make it 
hard for their boss to amass a Swiss bank account, but most prudent right-wing dictators like to 
have one for their retirement, which is one reason their subjects grow keen for them to retire." 
 
One set of research questions, then, pertains to the extent and pattern of corruption in communist 
states. A second set, more in the spirit that involves the prospects and problems of anticorruption 
initiatives. Issues of incentives citizen involvement, and the control of abuse in anticorruption 
campaigns would be particularly interesting to study. 

 
FRAUD & COMMERCIAL CRIME 

 
Corruption is only one issue it invariably leads to commercial or economic crime, sometimes 
referred to as white-collar crime, which is altogether another social problem. Commercial or 
economic crime or fraud goes beyond mere corruption and necessarily has to be dealt with under 
the law, inasmuch as any other crime. Particularly in a free and open economy, where resources of 
the public are in the hands of those vested with corporate governance, there necessarily have to be 
adequate safeguards, that function effectively to deal with commercial or economic crime and 
fraud, to strengthen such free and open economic system, protecting the wealth of the investors and 
enhancing public confidence in such a system. 
 
Dealing with commercial or economic crime or fraud is a major issue that is also being focused 
upon in the contemporary world. In the Salmon Report in U.K. one of the commissioners, Mrs. 
Ward-Jackson, reported thus: - "Almost all the investigations that have led to prosecutions have 
been sparked off either by "Private Eye" or by commercial television or by other branches of the 
media or by other unofficial bodies or individuals. They have not been initiated from any official 
source. Furthermore, since the police (not surprisingly) take the view that, it is no part of their 
duties to seek out evidence of malpractice, but only so start inquiries after information indicating 
corruption has been provided to them, the conversion of public uneasiness or suspicions into 
successful prosecutions had depended, in some cases, on some individual courageous enough and 
public-spirited enough to expose himself to severe unpopularity (or even the destruction of his own 
career) by trying to bridge the gap between suspicion and evidence" 
 
 
 

- Published in The Sunday Leader on 20.7.1997 by Nihal Sri Ameresekere under the pseudonym ‘Bismark’ 


